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Information security is an important research area. As a very special yet important case, malware classification plays an important
role in information security. In the real world, the malware datasets are open-ended and dynamic, and new malware samples
belonging to old classes and new classes are increasing continuously. *is requires the malware classification method to enable
incremental learning, which can efficiently learn the new knowledge. However, existing works mainly focus on feature engineering
with machine learning as a tool. To solve the problem, we present an incremental malware classification framework, named
“IMC,” which consists of opcode sequence extraction, selection, and incremental learning method. We develop an incremental
learning method based on multiclass support vector machine (SVM) as the core component of IMC, named “IMCSVM,” which
can incrementally improve its classification ability by learning new malware samples. In IMC, IMCSVM adds the new clas-
sification planes (if new samples belong to a new class) and updates all old classification planes for new malware samples. As a
result, IMC can improve the classification quality of known malware classes by minimizing the prediction error and transfer the
old model with known knowledge to classify unknown malware classes. We apply the incremental learning method into malware
classification, and the experimental results demonstrate the advantages and effectiveness of IMC.

1. Introduction

Malware (or malicious software) is defined as computer
software that is not intended to be executed by a user, has a
malicious purpose, and completes a malicious function [1].
Currently, given the popularity and widespread use of the
Internet, human malware inspectors can find thousands of
malware instances every day, but the emergence of various
automated tools has shown that the speed with which
malware mutates on the Internet is faster than people re-
alized. New malware samples and new malware classes are
increasing continuously. However, traditional machine
learning-based malware classifiers have catastrophic for-
getting problems [2], which cannot retain learning memory
of old classes while classifying new classes. *is requires the
malware classification with incremental learning, which
makes the classifier model improve the classification per-
formance continuously through the learning with self-
growth.

Incremental learning [3] is one of the meaningful methods
to continuously learn data, which keeps the previous learning

results and learns only for the new data. *e incremental
learning is to improve the classification quality of known and
unknown malware classes based on new available training
samples. In this paper, we focus on the incremental learning
for malware classification. Incremental learning often en-
counters one challenging problem, that is, stability-plasticity
dilemma: retaining the knowledge of the old model and
conserving the new knowledge. In this paper, incremental
learning is to add new classification planes for new classes to
the existing classification model or update the existing clas-
sification model, which can find the trade-off between stability
and plasticity. To the best of our knowledge, the current re-
search on incremental learning mainly focuses on target
recognition [4] and image classification [5]. Few studies have
studied the incremental learning of malware classification.

To solve the problem for malware classification, this
paper proposes an incremental learning method IMCSVM,
which is based on SVM. IMCSVM can realize incremental
learning, which learns new knowledge while retaining the
knowledge of the old model, no matter whether the new
knowledge belongs to old or new classes. For new knowledge
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of old classes, IMCSVM constrains the target model to keep
it close to the old model. And for new knowledge of new
classes, IMCSVM constrains the new classification plane to
keep it close to the linear combination of existing classifi-
cation planes. Based on the proposed IMCSVM, we propose
an incremental learning framework for malware classifica-
tion, named “IMC.” First, IMC extracts opcodes from
malware samples and transforms them into n-gram opcode
sequences. *ese opcode sequences represent the rich se-
mantic information of malware samples. For malware
classification, not all opcode sequences are useful. *erefore,
IMC further uses term frequency-inverse document fre-
quency (TF-IDF) to select important opcode sequences.
Finally, these selected opcode sequences and the frequency
values are inputted into IMCSVM. IMCSVM adjusts
existing classification planes for learning new knowledge of
old classes and adds new classification planes for learning
new knowledge of new classes. In summary, the contribu-
tions of our work can be summarized as follows:

(1) We propose an incremental learning method based
on SVM, which solves the problem that the stability
of the malware classifier is too strong and the
plasticity is too poor.

(2) We propose a unified incremental learning method
for new knowledge of old classes and new classes,
which can adjust existing classification planes and
add new classification planes at the same time.

(3) We apply the incremental learning method into
malware classification, and the experimental results
demonstrate the advantages and effectiveness of
IMC.

*e remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 introduces the related work. Section 3 briefly
introduces the method architecture of the proposed incre-
mental malware classification framework. Section 4 presents
the incremental learning method for the task of malware
classification in detail. *e experimental results and analysis
are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 summarizes this
paper and proposes the future work.

2. Related Works

In this section, we present the related work regarding
malware classification and incremental learning.

2.1. Malware Classification. So far, malware classification
methods mainly focus on feature engineering, which need to
extract features from malware or visualization images, for
example, API calls [6, 7], system calls [8, 9], and opcode
sequences [10, 11]. *e malware classification framework in
our work is closely related to opcode sequences and SVM. In
each instruction obtained by disassembling malware, we
make use of the opcodes but ignoring the operands. Opcodes
indicate what kind of operation the instruction should
perform. For example, Santos et al. [12] propose a malware
detection framework, which is based on n-gram opcode
sequences. *ey discuss the accuracy and time results of

data-mining classifiers for 1-gram opcodes, 2-gram opcodes,
and the combination of 1-gram and 2-gram opcodes. Besides
feature selection, they also discuss the advantages and dis-
advantages of data-mining classifiers, which include deci-
sion trees, support vector machines, K-nearest neighbors,
and Bayesian networks. Bai et al. [10] incorporate three
features, which include byte n-grams, opcode n-grams, and
format information, and exploit complementary informa-
tion of these features to detect the true nature of a program.
*ey evaluated the generalization ability of the proposed
method in two datasets. *e experimental results show that
their method reduces the false alarm rate to 0%. Raphel et al.
[13] extract three features, named branch opcodes, unigram
opcodes, and bigram opcodes, use Näıve Bayes, term fre-
quency, and document frequency to compute the impor-
tance of these features, and then select the significant
features by two feature reduction techniques: discriminant
feature variance-based approach and Markov blanket. *ey
also incorporate the three features to detect the metamor-
phic malware samples.

Compared with n-gram opcode sequence selection
method, O’Kane et al. [14] develop a lightweight filter to
identify feature reduction based on the SVM model and
opcode histograms, which run on the virtual machine for
dynamic analysis. *ey use the SVM model to perform an
exhaustive search by traversing through all the opcode se-
quences, which can filter out irrelevant features and reduce
the computational overhead required when n-gram opcode
sequence analysis is performed on low-level data.

In addition to converting to n-grams, opcode sequences
can also be converted to a sequential pattern. Fan et al. [15]
use MSPE (malicious sequential pattern extraction) to mine
the effective malicious sequential patterns from instruction
sequences (opcode sequences), instead of n-gram features of
opcode sequences. *ey introduce the concept of objective-
oriented programming in MSPE to learn significant patterns
with strong abilities to classify malware and benign files.

Supervised machine learning models need a large
amount of labeledmalware and benign software. Santos et al.
[16] propose a single-class learning method to detect un-
known malware. Based on opcode sequences with TF-IDF,
they only label malware or benign software and use Rocchio-
support vector machines to learn opcode sequence features
to identify the true nature of software. And then, they study
whether it is better to label malicious or benign software and
how the number of labeled samples affects the final accuracy
of models.

With the development of deep learning, Yuxin et al. [11]
try to use the deep belief network (DBN) to learn n-gram
opcode sequences. Compared with traditional machine
learning, DBNs can pretrain a multilayer generative model
by using unlabeled data, which can better represent the
features of malware. *ey use document frequency and
information gain to select 3-gram opcode features.

SVM [17] is a machine learning algorithm based on VC
dimension theory and structural risk minimization theory of
statistical learning theory. Standard SVM model is mainly
used for 2-classification problems to find the best separating
hyperplane in the feature space so as to maximize the
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interval between positive and negative samples on the
training set.

In addition to learning opcode sequences, some re-
searchers also use SVM to learn other characteristics. For
example, API sequences extracted from software can be used
as the input for SVM [18, 19]. Salehi et al. [20] use support
vector machine based on recursive feature elimination to
detect activity of software based on API calls and their
arguments and return values, in which each software is run
in a controlled environment. Nissim et al. [21] dynamically
record the activities of computer worms and use the com-
bination of chi-square, gain ratio, and relief as the features of
worms. *ese features are input into SVM to detect com-
puter worms. Ali Mirza et al. [22] use the refined features
extracted from the software to create training data by
considering each feature as boolean. And then, they inte-
grate SVM and decision trees learning these training data to
detect malware. Teng et al. [23] consider objects, roles,
agents, and groups of intrusion detection and use SVM-
decision trees to learn these extraction features.

2.2. Incremental Learning. *e goal of incremental learning
is learning new training samples to improve the classifi-
cation quality. However, incremental learning is more used
in target recognition [4] and image classification [5] and
less used in the field of information security. For example,
Du et al. [24] present the incremental support vector
machine learning algorithm based on clustering for in-
trusion detection. Elham et al. [25] propose an incremental
ensemble learning for spam filtering. Myint and Meesad
[26] propose an incremental learning algorithm based on
support vector machine with the Mahalanobis distance for
intrusion prevention, which builds an ellipsoidal kernel
instead of a sphere kernel by using the Mahalanobis dis-
tance, and the concept of handling the covariance matrix by
dividing by zero. Yi et al. [27] develop an improved in-
cremental SVM algorithm for network intrusion detection,
which uses a modified kernel function that embeds the
mean and mean square difference values of feature attri-
butes and uses the reserved set strategy to solve the os-
cillation problem of the traditional incremental SVM’s
follow-up learning process. Noorbehbahani et al. [28]
propose a new semisupervised stream classification method
for intrusion detection, which is capable of incremental
updating using limited labeled data. *e method can
operate in real time and learn new intrusions by clustering
and instance-based learning. Chen et al. [29] develop a
classifier using an artificial immune system combined with
population-based incremental learning and collaborative
filtering for network intrusion detection. *e classifier can
adapt the weight of key features and adjust antibody hi-
erarchy using mean affinity, so as to improve incremental
learning capability.

To the best of our knowledge, only a few incremental
learning methods have been applied in the field of malware
detection. Nissim et al. [30] present a novel method for
malware detection, which can detect new malware and
enhance the detection capabilities over time. In this method,

the malware is transformed into the vector, which is an input
of the detection model based on SVM and active learning.
Zhuang et al. [31] propose an incremental learning algo-
rithm for malware detection, which preserves the support
vectors obtained by handling old data with SVM.

3. Method Architecture

Figure 1 shows the method architecture of the proposed
incremental malware classification (IMC) framework, which
consists of three major components: opcode sequence ex-
tractor, opcode sequence selector, and incremental multi-
class SVM (IMCSVM) classifier, for malware classification.
We briefly describe each component below.

(1) Opcode sequence extractor: IMC first extracts opc-
odes from malware samples and transforms them
into n-gram opcode sequences.

(2) Opcode sequence selector: in this component, the
TF-IDF algorithm is applied to select the repre-
sentative opcode sequences.

(3) IMCSVM classifier: in this module, the input mal-
ware is transformed into vectors based on the opcode
sequence and frequency. *en, the proposed incre-
mental classifier SVM is used to conduct malware
classification and update IMC.

*e detailed processes of the three components will be
presented in Sections 3.1 and 4, respectively.

3.1. Opcode Sequence Feature Extraction and Selection. In
order to use machine learning to classify malware, the
malware samples must be transformed into the expected
input representation. In this paper, n-gram [32] opcode
sequences and their frequency were used to represent
malware. First, IDA Pro [33] as a disassembly tool was used
to extract opcodes from each malware. *e logical order for
extracting the opcode sequences is the same as that for
executing malware. Second, the n-gram (n� 2, 3, and 4)
opcode sequences were extracted. Figure 2 shows the ex-
traction process of n-gram opcode sequences.

Specifically, malware χ is defined as a set of ordered
opcodes o, χ � (o1, o2, o3, o4, . . . , om− 1, om), where m is the
number of opcodes. An opcode sequence s is defined as an
ordered subgroup of opcodes within the malware χ, where
s⊆ χ and the length of s is 2, 3, and 4. It is made up of ordered
opcodes o and s � (oi, oi+1)∨ (oi, oi+1, oi+2)∨ (oi, oi+1, oi+2,

oi+3).
In our previous study [7], it has been demonstrated that

the opcode sequences captured by variable-length n-grams
(n� 2, 3, 4) are more meaningful than fixed-length n-grams.

In this paper, malware that cannot be disassembled is not
within our scope. *is malware refers to confused malware
that cannot be unpacked by existing anti-unpacking tools,
such as UPX, and cannot be disassembled by IDA Pro.

*e number of distinct n-grams extracted for the opcode
representation was 27849, 309,712, and 1,364,559, for 2-
grams, 3-grams, and 4-grams, respectively. *ere is a lot of
redundant information in these features, so some feature
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selection methods need to be used to select the most im-
portant opcode sequence. In this paper, TF-IDF [34] was
used as the weight of each opcode sequence:

wi,k � TF − IDFi,k � TFi,k × IDFi �
ni

knk

× log
D

di + 1
 ,

(1)
where ni is the number of times the opcode sequence si

appears in the family k, knk is the total number of opcode
sequences in the family k, D is the total number of malware,
and di is the number of malware containing the opcode
sequence ni.

Based on the TF-IDF of each n-gram feature, the im-
portance of each n-gram feature can be assessed. *e top t

n-gram features in each malware family were selected
according to the descending order of TF-IDF.*e weight of
each n-gram feature is wi,k.

Finally, a vector v was obtained, which is composed of
opcode sequences and their frequencies and given by
v � (si,k, wi,k), where si,k is the opcode sequence in the
family k and wi,k is the TF-IDF for si,k.

4. Incremental Learning Method

4.1. Incremental Multiclass SVM (IMCSVM). First, we
briefly review the standard least-squares SVM (LSSVM)
[35] for two classification tasks. *e aim of the LSSVM is to
find a suitable hyperplane that separates two types of

2-grams: (mov, mov);(mov, cmp);(cmp, jle);(jle, mov);(mov, sub);(sub, add);(add, add);(add, push);(push, lea);(lea, push);(push, push);(push, call);(call, add);
3-grams: (mov, mov, cmp);(mov, cmp, jle);(cmp, jle, mov);(jle, mov, sub);(mov, sub, add);(sub, add, add);(add, add, push);(add, push, lea);(push, lea, push);(lea, push, 
push);(push, push, call);(push, call, add);
4-grams: (mov, mov, cmp, jle);(mov, cmp, jle, mov);(cmp, jle, mov, sub);(jle, mov, sub, add);(mov, sub, add, add);(sub, add, add, push);(add, add, push, lea);(add, push, lea, 
push);(push, lea, push, push);(lea, push, push, call);(push, push, call, add);

Disassembly

Extraction of opcode sequences

Figure 2: Extraction process of n-gram opcode sequences.

Generate

Opcode sequence extractor

Opcode sequence 

Opcode sequence selector

SVM

Malware classifier

IMCSVM

Old 
New 

IMC
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Figure 1: Method architecture of the proposed incremental malware classification framework.
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samples. *e hyperplane should satisfy the maximum
margin between the support vector and the hyperplane.
And the LSSVM can replace the QP problem of SVM by
solving linear equations, which greatly facilitates the so-
lution of the Lagrange multiplier α. Given a training sample
for two classification tasks,

xk, yk( 
 k � 1, . . . , N, xk ∈ R

n
, yk ∈ +1, − 1{ } . (2)

A standard LSSVM solves the following optimization:

min
ω,b,e

W(w, b, e) �
1
2
wTw + C 

N

k�1
e
2
k,

s.t. yk wTϕ xk(  + b  � 1 − ek, k � 1, . . . , N.

(3)

In this paper, malware classification is a multiclass clas-
sification task. Given a training sample,

xk, yk( 
 k � 1, . . . , N, xk ∈ R

n
, yk ∈ 1, . . . , M{ } .

(4)
For a multiclass task, we can minimize the following

objective function based on standard LSSVM:

min
w,b,e

W(w, b, e) �
1
2



M

i�1
w

T
i wi + C 

M

i�1


N

k�1
e
2
ik,

s.t. yk wT
i ϕ xk(  + bi  � 1 − eik,

i � 1, . . . , M, k � 1, . . . , N,

(5)

where wi represents a hyperplane of one-vs-rest, ϕ(xk)

represents a kernel function, eik is a slack variable, C rep-
resents the trade-off between the expected risk and the
complexity, i is the class number, and k is the sample
number. And we use body letters for matrices.

In this paper, the incremental learning method not only
needs to learn new data from new classes but also has the
ability to learn new data from old classes. Before intro-
ducing the proposed incremental learning method, several
variables need to be described. D is the given dataset, Dr is
the retired dataset, and Dl is the remaining dataset. Dl is
also the support vector. *e relationship between the three
is as follows:

D � Dr ∪Dl. (6)

Da is the newly arrived data, and D is the dataset after
adding new data:

D � Dl ∪Da. (7)

When training an SVM classifier, we assume that the
training is completed in step s, and the trained classifier has
the following parameters:

ws
� w

s
1, w

s
2, . . . , w

s
M ,

bs
� b

s
1, b

s
2, . . . , b

s
M .

(8)

*e new data were added in step (s + 1), which need to
update the following parameters:

ws+1
� w

s+1
1 , w

s+1
2 , . . . , w

s+1
M ∪w

s+1
M+1,

bs+1
� b

s+1
1 , b

s+1
2 , . . . , b

s+1
M ∪ b

s+1
M+1.

(9)

In this paper, the following two aspects are mainly
considered in the malware classification task:

(1) Adding the new data from old classes: at this point,
Dl and new data are used to adjust the classification
plane so that the adjusted plane can describe D.

w
s+1
i � w

s
i + Δw, i � 1, . . . , M. (10)

(2) Adding the new data from new classes: when a new
class is added, not only the classification planes of the
old model need to be adjusted, but also a new
classification plane should be added to learn the new
class. At this point,ws+1 is close to the source plane to
make the M-class classifier transfer to an (M+ 1)-
class classifier. In addition, the classification task also
requires an (M+ 1)-class classifier to protect the old
knowledge while learning the new knowledge.

ws+1
� w

s+1
1 , w

s+1
2 , . . . , w

s+1
M ∪w

s+1
M+1. (11)

*erefore, for the classification task in this paper, the
objective function of LSSVM was improved to implement a
malware classifier with incremental learning:

min
w,b,e

W ws+1
, bs+1

, es+1
  �

1
2



M

i�1
w

v
i( 

T
w

v
i( 

√√√√√√√√√√
V

+
1
2

· 
M

i�1
w

r
i( 

T
w

r
i( 

√√√√√√√√√√
R

+ C
s+1



M+1

i�1
ηs+1

i

√√√√√√
L

,

w
v
i � w

s+1
i − w

s
i ,

w
r
i � w

s+1
M+1 − εs+1

w
s
i ,

ηs+1
i � 

a∈Da

e
s+1
ia 

2

√√√√√√√√
L1

+ λs+1

l∈Dl

e
s+1
il 

2

√√√√√√√√
L2

,

(12)

where ws
i and ws+1

i represent an old and a new classification
plane of one-vs-rest in the M-class classifier, ws+1

M+1 is a new
classification plane that separates the new class and the
learned classes, εs+1 is a real number, and λs+1 is the weight of
old knowledge.

In the proposed incremental learning method, V, R, and
L have the following meanings:

(1) V makes the classifier protect the old knowledge
while learning the new knowledge.

(2) For the new data from new classes, R can add the new
knowledge of new classes into the old model and
transform the old model into the target model.
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(3) *e loss function is defined as L. Among them, L1 is
the prediction error of minimizing Da and L2 is the
prediction error of minimizing Dl. λ

s+1 is a weight,
which balances the variation of the prediction error
in Dl.

4.2. Updating ws+1, bs+1, and Dl. For equation (12), the
Lagrange multiplier method can be used to obtain the dual
problem. *e Lagrange function of equation (12) can be
written as

L ws+1
, bs+1

, es+1
; αs+1

  � W ws+1
, bs+1

, es+1
 

− 

M+1

i�1


k∈D

αs+1
ik yk w

s+1
i 

T
ϕ xk(  + b

s+1
i  − 1 + e

s+1
ik ,

(13)
where α is the Lagrange multiplier, α≥ 0.

Let the partial derivative of L(ws+1, bs+1, es+1; αs+1) to
ws+1, bs+1, and es+1 be zero, respectively:

zL

zws+1 � 0⟶ w
s+1
i − w

s
i � 

k∈D

αs+1
ik ϕ xk( ,

zL

zbs+1 � 0⟶ 

k∈D

αs+1
ik � 0,

zL

zes+1 � 0⟶ 2C
s+1


a∈Da

e
s+1
ia + λs+1


l∈Dl

e
s+1
il

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + 

k∈D

αs+1
ik � 0,

zL

zαs+1 � 0⟶ yk w
s+1
i ϕ xk(  + b

s+1
i  − 1 + e

s+1
ik � 0.

(14)

Furthermore, the kernel function is defined as κ �

φ(xk1
)Tφ(xk2

), and the kernel matrix is defined as
K � ϕ(X)Tϕ(X). *us, the final result of the optimization
can be obtained by

w
s+1
i � w

s
i + 

k∈D

Ts+1
ik ϕ xk( , i � 1, ..., M,

(15)

w
s+1
M+1 � εs+1ws

+ 

k∈D

Ts+1
(M+1)kϕ xk( ,

(16)

bs+1
� Γ − OOTεs+1

, (17)

where

Ts+1
� H − ZZTεs+1

,

H Z

ΓT OT

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ �

K + 1
2Cs+1

1
2Cs+1λs+1 

T
1

1 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Y ϕ(X)Tws

0 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,

(18)

where Y is the label matrix of samples and Ts+1
ik is the (i, k)

entry of Ts+1 in step (s + 1).

In IMC, when new data arrive, new data and support
vectors of old data are input into IMCSVM. *en, the pa-
rameters of IMCSVM are updated by equations (15)–(17) so
that IMC can learn new knowledge without forgetting old
knowledge.

5. Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, we first present the experimental setup, which
includes the datasets, and the details about the imple-
mentation and evaluate criteria. *en, we evaluate the in-
cremental learning ability for the new data from old classes
and then for the new data from new classes. Finally, we
compare the classification performance between different
open-source datasets.

5.1. Data Description. *e experimental data in our paper
are from VirusShare (https://virusshare.com/) and VX
Heavens (https://83.133.184.251/virensimulation.org/index.
html). We randomly selected 4 data subsets from VX
Heavens, named S1 to S4, and selected 2 data subsets from
VirusShare, named S5 and S6. Each data subset contains 20
malware classes, and each class contains 600 malware
samples. Any two data subsets do not intersect. In each class
of a data subset, we divided 600 malware samples into 500
training samples and 100 testing samples.

5.2. Implementation. In the section, we presented the
implementation setup in terms of the following four aspects:
(1) the parameter setting of IMCSVM, (2) the baselines of
experiments, (3) the design of experiments, and (4) the
experiment environment.

Firstly, the parameter setting in the IMCSVM includesC,
λ, and the parameter of the RBF kernel. For finding the best
parameter values for malware classification, we use 10-fold
cross validation in our experiments. *ese setting param-
eters are shown in Table 1.

Secondly, for the reason that IMCSVM is an incremental
learning method, we compared our model with the five
different baselines about incremental learning. For the new
data from old classes, we compared the IMC with the All
data, RS-ISVM for multiclass classification [27], standard
ISVM for multiclass classification [3], and IRotBoost [24].
For the new data from new classes, we compared the IMC
with the All data, CIELM [36], MULTIpLE [37], and SVMF-
RTST [5]. *e All data method trains an SVM model from
scratch for multiclass classification using all new and old
data when IMC needs to identify a new class.

*irdly, in the experiment, we used all training samples
of the first 5 classes to train a source model and the other
classes as the new data from new classes to train incremental
learning, and then we used the first 50 samples of all class to
train a source model and the other samples as the new data
from old classes to train incremental learning.

Lastly, SVM models were created and trained in Python.
And our experiments were performed on a PC withWindows
10 v1809, whose configuration is Inter (R) Core i7-7700@
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3.6GHz CPU, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 GPU, 16GB
RAM, and DDR5.

5.3. Evaluate Criteria. We evaluated the classification per-
formance of IMC using precision, recall, F1 score, and ac-
curacy. *e four evaluation criteria were calculated as

precision �
TP

TP + FP
,

recall �
TP

TP + FN
,

F1 score �
2 × precision × recall
precision + recall

,

accurancy �
correctly classified samples
total number of samples

,

(19)

where the true positive (TP) is the number of samples
belonging to the family k that are correctly labeled to
belong to the family k; the false positive (FP) is the number
of samples not belonging to the family k that are errone-
ously labeled to belong to the family k; and the false
negative (FN) is the number of samples belonging to the
family k that are erroneously labeled to belong to other
families.

5.4. <e Performance of IMC for the New Data from Old
Classes. For evaluating the performance of IMC for the
new data from old classes, we used the first 50 samples of all
class to train a source model and the model learned 50
malware samples from training samples of every class for
each incremental learning. *e experimental results are
shown in Figures 3 and 4. *e change from node n to node
n+ 1 can be regarded as one incremental learning process.
Node n is the old model for old data from all classes, and
node n + 1 is the new model for old and new data from all
classes.

As shown in Figures 3 and 4, we compared IMC with
four different incremental learning for the new data from
old classes. Since class imbalance is not the goal of this
paper, we add the same number of samples to each class in
each incremental learning. In Figures 3 and 4, it can be seen
that the classification performance of all methods increased
with the increase of incremental learning times. After a
certain incremental learning, the training samples basically
included all the important features of the classes, and after
that, the incremental learning did not significantly affect
the classification performance. *e performance of the All

data method, which used All data to retrain the model, was
slightly higher than that of IMC.*e reason is that the IMC
method was based on the old model, which only uses the
new data from old classes to adjust the existing classifi-
cation plane. However, the training time of IMC was
significantly lower than that of the All data method. In
IMC, the training time for each incremental learning
process was basically unchanged because the training
samples for each incremental learning process are the same.
With the increase of data, the training time of the All data
method increased gradually, and the training time was
multiplied with the training time of IMC. *e performance
of IMC was higher than that of other three incremental
learning methods. RS-ISVM normalizes the data type by
modifying the kernel function, which only modifies the
data type and does not optimize the loss balance between
new data and old data. IRotBoost uses ensemble learning to
learn new data, which only improves the learning per-
formance of new data and ignores the adjustment of old
data. *erefore, the classification performance of these two
methods is lower than that of IMC. Standard ISVM uses the
most basic learning method to adjust the classification
plane, and its performance is significantly lower than that
of the other four methods.

5.5. <e Performance of IMC for the New Data from New
Classes. For evaluating the performance of IMC for the new
data from new classes, we used all training samples of the
first 5 classes to train a source model and the model learned
all training samples from one of the other classes for each
incremental learning. *e experimental results are shown in
Figures 5 and 6.*e change from node n to node n+ 1 can be
regarded as one incremental learning process. Node n is the
oldmodel for old classes, and node n+ 1 is the newmodel for
old and new classes.

As shown in Figures 5 and 6, when IMC learns new
classes, its performance does not decline significantly, and
the learning results of each time tend to be stable. *e
performance of the All data method, which used All data to
retrain the model, was slightly higher than that of IMC. *e
reason is that the IMC method was based on the old model,
which only uses the new data from new classes to adjust the
existing classification plane. However, the training time of
IMCwas significantly lower than that of the All data method.
In IMC, the training time for each incremental learning
process was basically unchanged because the training
samples for each incremental learning process are the same.
With the increase of classes, the training time of the All data
method increased gradually. Except the All data method, the
performance of IMC was higher than that of other three
incremental learning methods. *is is because the MUL-
TIpLE and SVMF-RTSTmethods only solve the loss of new
data from new classes while ignoring to adjust the old model
when learning new data. At this time, the loss of old data
from the old model also needs to be adjusted. *e CIELM
method learns new data from new classes by adding new
nodes on the basis of the old model. *is method does not
consider the association between class nodes. When learning

Table 1: Temperature and wildlife count in the three areas covered
by the study.

Parameters Setup
C [0.001, 100]

λ

4 × (Number of old data before step s + 1)/
number of new data at step s + 1

RBF kernel [2− 13, 2− 6]
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Figure 3: Accuracy comparison of five different incremental learning methods for the new data from old classes. (a) S1. (b) S2. (c) S3. (d) S4.
(e) S5. (f ) S6.
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Figure 4: Continued.
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new data, it needs not only adding new nodes but also
adjusting the association between class nodes.

5.6. Comparison between Open-Source Malware Datasets.
For evaluating the performance of IMC in different open-
source malware datasets, we used two different open-source

malware datasets and 6 different data subsets to train IMC.
*e experimental results are shown in Figure 7. *e change
from node n to node n+ 1 can be regarded as one incre-
mental learning process. Node n is the old model, and node
n+ 1 is the new model. Figure 7(a) shows the process of data
incremental learning, and Figure 7(b) shows the process of
class incremental learning.
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Figure 4: Macro F1 score comparison of five different incremental learning methods for the new data from old classes. (a) S1. (b) S2. (c) S3.
(d) S4. (e) S5. (f ) S6.
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Figure 5: Accuracy comparison of five different incremental learning methods for the new data from new classes. (a) S1. (b) S2. (c) S3. (d)
S4. (e) S5. (f ) S6.
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As shown in Figure 7, the change trend of incremental
learning accuracy of IMC in different datasets is different,
but the overall trend is the same. In other words, in the
process of data incremental learning, with the increase of the

sample number of each class, the accuracy of IMC gradually
increases and tends to be stable because IMC has learned
enough effective features; in the process of class incremental
learning, with the increase of the number of classes, the
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Figure 7: Accuracy comparison of IMC in different open-source malware datasets.
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Figure 6: Macro F1 score comparison of five different incremental learning methods for the new data from new classes. (a) S1. (b) S2. (c) S3.
(d) S4. (e) S5. (f ) S6.
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accuracy of IMC gradually decreases and tends to be stable.
Even if there are a few fluctuations in the process of be-
coming stable, the fluctuation range of accuracy is within
2%. As can be seen from Figure 7, IMC has excellent in-
cremental learning ability in different datasets.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a novel incremental learning
method for malware classification, namely, IMC, which is
based on LSSVM. IMC is capable of finding a trade-off
between stability and plasticity to guarantee that it could
learn new class knowledge without forgetting previously
acquired old class knowledge. Moreover, IMC can not only
learn the new class knowledge by adding new classification
planes but also improve the old class knowledge by adjusting
old classification planes. *e former can learn the new data
from new classes, while the latter can learn the new data
from old classes. *e experimental results demonstrate the
advantages and effectiveness of IMC.

As the future work, the proposed method could be
applied to large malware datasets; especially when the
number of samples from a certain class is less than 1000, the
classification performance of the SVM model is poor. So
how to develop an incremental learning based on a deep
neural network is a valuable study. In addition, sample
imbalance and chunk learning should also be considered in
incremental learning.
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